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A Company with Values
Our values are the essence of our identity and the compass 
for our actions moving forward. They serve as the guiding prin-
ciples for our Company: how we think and how we address 
our employees, our customers, our business partners, and 
the communities in which we operate. In a market that is 
constantly evolving and changing, our values are a constant, 
absolute, and timeless guiding light.
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If the past two years have taught us anything, it is 
that we are more resilient than we could ever have 
imagined and that, in the eye of the storm, we are 
capable of being stronger and more supportive of 
each other, that we are all ready and able to make 
changes for the better – a better way of work-
ing and a better more sustainable future. This new 
perspective dovetails with a change in attitudes as 
investors and consumers become more conscious 
of doing their part to  make a positive social and 
environmental impact.
 
In line with these changing realities, I am proud to 
say that, at Webcor, we acknowledge the impor-
tance of Environment, Social and Corporate Gover-
nance as a business driver and a necessity for the 
development and sustainability of our communi-
ties. While remaining unwavering in our commit-
ment and focus on the health and safety of our 
people and the efficiency of our operations to 
continue to serve the needs of our customers and 
communities, these ESG policies are embedded in 
our strategic approach as we move proactively 
towards the future. 
 
This can be seen in Webcor’s shift towards more 
investments in domestic manufacturing and sourc-
ing, with the 2022 launch of three new industrial 
units: pasta, confectionery, and a soap plant. 
This new and more sustainable development path 
will not only cut carbon emissions linked to logis-
tics but also empower our communities by creat-
ing hundreds of new jobs, a transformation that 
fosters their economic resilience and indepen-
dence.

Committed to operating responsibly, Webcor 
takes pride in having always endeavored to 
build our businesses on a foundation of integ-
rity and ethical conduct throughout our journey. 
Respecting our people, valuing our stakehold-
ers, and caring for our communities are at the 
heart of our decisions.
 
In this report, we describe how Webcor is 
aligning its programs to the United Nations’ 
SDGs, which inform our corporate mission as 
we strive to contribute to solving social issues 
through our core business. We highlight our 
laudable progress in meeting our sustainability 
targets and set out how we intend strengthen-
ing efforts where targets have not been fully 
met, or where we want to aim higher: improving 
employee training and quantifying and manag-
ing our carbon footprint.
 
There is a lot to be excited about as we face 
2022 with renewed positivity and confidence, 
relying on our people who have weathered so 
much change and challenge with tenacity and 
resilience. Together, we will continue to grow 
our business and serve our customers and our 
people with a clear focus on future success for 
many years to come.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

Wissam Nesr

MESSAGE
OF OUR
CEO

Welcome

"There is no success without great people"

Welcome and we hope you enjoy 
our annual CSR Impact Report.
This Report is our communication on progress for 
the United Nations Global Compact and covers all 
Webcor subsidiaries and regional offices. It includes 
past background information and outlines our prog-
ress on our most vital issues throughout the year.

Since 2016, we have been releasing our Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) Impact Report to provide 
a detailed summary of how we handle and assess 
progress toward our CSR goals and respond to vari-
ous stakeholders’ expectations and inquiries.

We are proud to share our progress for a more 
sustainable future for all.

For inquiries regarding this Report, please contact:
info@webcorgroup.com

Introduction & 
Welcome
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW

Strategic Sourcing 
and Trading

Our Business Model

Our business is split into two main 
sectors: Fast-Moving Consumer 
Goods (FMCG) and Soft Commod-
ities. 

Our longstanding partnerships 
with some of the best Interna-
tional Brands globally and our 
House of Brands’ development 
allows us to fulfill our promise to 
our customers to bring them a 
wide selection of products. 

Our teams take the most 
outstanding care in applying 
rigorous quality testing to select 
and produce our products. 

Our firm commitment to indus-
trialization has resulted in manu-
facturing plants and job creation 
in Angola. 

From milling to dairy to plastics, 
we continue to diversify our prod-
uct portfolio through our own 
investments and joint ventures 
with some of the world’s leading 
manufacturers. Our plants are 
run with innovative operational 
efficiency and dedicated to top 
quality, safety, and environmen-
tal practices. 

The fleet of trucks in our effi-
cient and extensive distribution 
network responds to growing 
geographical demand, ensuring 
timely delivery at more than 110 
strategically located points of 
sale. More than 300 consumer 
products are distributed across 
all 22 provinces in Angola, Mozam-
bique, and the DRC. 

We combine the ability to deliver 
quickly with a broad customer 
network, covering most market-
ing channels. It was this differ-
ence that has secured Webcor 
Group’s growing role in Africa 
over the past four decades.

Industrial 
Manufacturing

Wholesale and 
Distribution

Business
Overview

Who we are
and what we do
Webcor is an agro-industrial food production and 
distribution company specializing in sourcing, manu-
facturing, distributing, and trading of soft commodi-
ties and Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG). 

Over the past 40 years, we have built a strong repu-
tation and developed valuable long-term relation-
ships with suppliers and manufacturers across the 
globe. Our highly experienced team, combined with 
our leading market research, and our commitment 
to industry best practices, allows us to meet the 
demands and consolidates our presence in Africa. 

We develop our own brands and partner up with 
multinationals in the same sector to provide a 
comprehensive product portfolio to our customers. 
One of our main strengths is our deep understanding 
of the markets in which we operate. 

Our competitive advantage relies heavily on the 
synergies generated by our operating model: driv-
ing innovation, cost reduction throughout the supply 
chain, reduction of time to market, and the agility to 
respond to sudden changes.
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW BUSINESS OVERVIEW

Industry

Wholesale &Retail

Real Estate

Company Snapshot

Annual Local Production and Distribution in Sub-Saharan Africa

Our People at the Heart of Our Business 

Simplicity
Boldness
Honesty
Trust
Diversity

Leadership
Diversity
Innovation
Quality
Teamwork

Commitment 
Passion
Fun
Humility
Integrity

Our people are the engine and the heart of our Company. 
With a workforce of around 3000 people across the globe, our success is attributed to 
our highly skilled and dedicated team, a relentless drive to improve our capability, and 
in-depth knowledge of the markets in which we operate.

400,000
Tons of Flour

90,000
Tons of Pasta

110
Points of Sale

 in Africa

30 million
Liters of Milk

300
Consumer Products

Distributed

60 million
Raffia Bags
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0UR APPROACH

OUR VISION
To be recognized as the leading branded food 
company in Africa.

OUR MISSION
Creating sustainable access to food by offering a 
comprehensive range of high-quality products that 
are affordable and accessible through a wide distri-
bution network while enhancing the local agricul-
ture and manufacturing industries and enabling our 
people, consumers, and communities to flourish.

Vision, Mission, and Values

ACCELERATE
We demonstrate remarkable flexibility in 
adapting to diverse and rapidly changing 
environments. We are quick in implementing 
innovative solutions that meet market 
challenges.

ENGAGE
We are engaged in forging sustainable rela-
tionships with all our stakeholders. We are fully 
committed to our team, customers, business 
partners and community.

GLOW
Our organization is governed by ethics and 
integrity and our values radiate through all our 
activities. These are the pillars of our success.

LEAD
We strive to be pioneers in the emerging 
markets in which we operate.

EMPOWER
We value our human capital. We find it 
imperative to build the capabilities of our 
people.

Mission
Vision
Values

OUR VALUES

Our Approach to
Corporate
Social 
Responsibility

Sustainability
Integrity
Leadership
Accountability

Human Rights
Transparency
Nutrition
Community Impact
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Our Commitments
We adequately respond to the challenges and opportunities presented to us as a business and corporate citi-
zen. At Webcor, we have always believed that true growth is only achieved when the communities where we are 
present develop and fulfill their potential. While defining our goals, we work to prioritize the SDGs according to 
the direct and indirect impact that we have and the challenges they raise:

Growing Together
Over the years, we were better positioned to engage in sustainability programs and initiatives across Sub-Saha-
ran Africa throughout our business growth. We have always been driven by the belief that we “grow together.” 
Under the same name, “Growing Together,” our sustainability strategy is designed to drive positive impact and 
sustainable development through our business activities.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & BUSINESS ETHICS0UR APPROACH 0UR APPROACH

Our People Our Communities Our Environment 
Our employees are the key to our 
success. We depend on their tire-
less dedication and passionate 
commitment. 
We do our utmost to create a 
rewarding work environment that 
promotes the well-being of our 
people.

We strive to create a positive 
impact on the communities 
where we operate.
Webcor invests in sustainable 
projects in partnership with non-
profits to address community 
concerns.
In our work, we encourage our 
people to be actively engaged 
in their communities through 
volunteering and raising aware-
ness. 

We recognize our responsibility 
to protect our environment and 
minimize our footprint.
We work to reduce the environ-
mental impact of our value chain 
through sustainable green initia-
tives.

Tracking Performance
And Future Commitments
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Ethics and
Compliance

Corporate Governance 
and Business Ethics
We are committed to earning our stakehold-
ers’ trust by practicing good corporate gover-
nance principles, ensuring strong assurance 
and internal controls, and implementing effec-
tive management reporting. 

All employees must abide by the Webcor Code 
of Conduct in carrying out their duties and 
functions to preserve public trust and ensure 
the Company’s sustainable growth. Our code 
reflects the principles set out in global ethical 
guidelines, which include: 

• The United Nations Global Compact. 
• The United Nations Universal Declaration of  
   Human Rights. 
• The Guiding Principles on Business and Human
   Rights and Sustainable Development 
   Goals (SDGs). 
• Organization for Economic Cooperation and   
   Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multina  
   tional Companies.

To Decent Work and Economic Growth

Promote sustained, inclusive, and sustainable 
economic growth, full and productive employ-
ment, and decent work for all.
Our business success is intertwined with our 
partners’ integrity, strength, and sustainabil-
ity in our value chain. Webcor is committed to 
conducting business with integrity, transpar-
ency, and respect for universal human and labor 
rights and environmental sustainability.

Key areas: Diversity / anti-discrimination; Equal 
employment opportunity / Fair labor and employ-
ment practice / Proper workplace conduct; 
Protection of human rights; Workplace health 
and safety; Speaking up / no retaliation.

To Peace, Justice and Strong
Institutions

We always vow to be transparent as a respon-
sible and transparent organization.

Key areas: Accurate recordkeeping; Tax compli-
ance; Financial integrity and anti-fraud; Anti-
trust/fair competition; Anti-corruption/bribery; 
Avoiding conflicts of interest; Privacy (e.g., data 
privacy of employees, customers, consumers) 
and cybersecurity.

Partnerships for the Goals

As a signatory to the United Nations Global 
Compact, we proudly partner with all sharehold-
ers to accelerate our progress towards a more 
sustainable path.

ETHICS & COMPLIANCE

Governance 
Risk
Human Rights
Ethics

Insights
Our Commitments
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Trust & 
Liability

Leadership
The Board of Directors represents 
shareholders’ interests in the 
operation of a successful busi-
ness, including corporate respon-
sibility. 

Our Board comprises six members, 
each appointed by our Annual 
General Meeting of Shareholders. 
In addition to our shareholders, 
three independent members, are 
serving on the Board, whose key 
roles are to bring strategic think-
ing and the vast breadth of their 
experience and provide indepen-
dent oversight. 

The Board provides strategic direc-
tion over the design and imple-
mentation of corporate policies 
pursued by the executive manage-
ment and oversees the general 
course of affairs and business of 
Webcor Group.

 

ETHICS & COMPLIANCE ETHICS & COMPLIANCE

Committees of the Board
The Board is assisted in its duties by two standing 
committees:

• Audit Committee – responsible for ensuring good    
governance and providing assurance to the Board       
  and headed by a member of the Board.

• Strategic Committee – responsible for overall 
   long term group strategy and comprising only 
   independent members of the Board.

Management Committees

Management governance is characterized by empow-
ered individual accountability; however, several 
management committees exist to promote collab-
orative information sharing and decision making. The 
Committees are either standing and operational or 
short-term and project based.

These include:

• Executive Committee (standing) – responsible for
   the development, implementation, and oversight of
   Group strategy and headed by the Chief Executive
  Officer. The ExCom comprises senior members of
  the Executive Leadership Team and reports to the 
  Board
• Investment Committee (standing) – responsible
  for overseeing the mergers and acquisitions 
  lifecycle within the Group 
• Financial Risk Committee (standing) – responsible 
   for overseeing Group Financial Risk
• IT Steering Committee (standing) – responsible
   for IT strategy and investment Information Security
  Committee (standing) – responsible for overseeing    
  the implementation of the information security 
  policies and strategy within the Group
• Angola Operational Management Meeting (stand
   ing) – responsible for oversight and decision making   
  for major or critical Angola-wide operations
• Data Analytics and Master Data Management
  Committee (project) – responsible for the Data      
Analytics Program
 

The Incident Management and Crisis Resolution (IMCR) program is considered a tool to inform and communi-
cate all unusual and serious incidents among the regions and entities to the IMCR Committee to:

• Highlight and update the actions, corrective 
  actions, and precaution measures adopted
  by the respective management to mitigate
  the risk and avoid future recurrence;
• Seek guidance from the IMCR Committee 
   when needed;
• Serve as lessons learned and benchmarks for 
  other regions/entities.

In 2021, 9 incidents were reported and solved.

The Incident Management and Crisis Resolution Program

Highlights
Corporate Governance & Business 

Grievance Mechanisms
Grievance procedures help us better identify grievances and allows them to be addressed as early as possible. 
These mechanisms can allow affected people to receive remedy sooner and address their concerns and help us 
resolve incidents before they escalate or lead to otherwise preventable harm.
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OUR APPROACH

ETHICS & COMPLIANCE

Stakeholders Engagement
Our stakeholders are important to the productivity and performance of our business. They are the groups and 
people we communicate with and who are impacted by our activities. We are working with our key stakeholders 
to ensure that we are all making efforts to meet demanding but achievable targets. We aim to strengthen our 
stakeholder engagement in 2022.

Quality
Integrity
Safety
Nutrition

The most important thing: the trust 
of our consumers.
As a food producer and a food distribution company, 
our goal is to offer a diverse portfolio of products that 
contribute to consumer wellness and meet a variety 
of needs.

People come first, and that is why we continuously 
invest in improving the variety, nutritional value, 
affordability, and accessibility of our products.

Overall, our activities and products should always 
make a positive difference in our community and our 
environment while contributing to Webcor’s ongoing 
success.

Traceability
Responsibility
Accountability

Making Better
Products

Highlights
Stakeholders Engagement
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MAKING BETTER PRODUCTS MAKING BETTER PRODUCTS

Zero Hunger

By collaborating with local farmers and produc-
ers and working to increase productivity in stor-
age and logistics throughout the value chain, our 
products are accessible and affordable.
We want to build sustainable and resilient food 
systems that focus on increasing domestic 
production, which generates local employment 
and helps diversify the local economy.

Good Health and Well-being

Our diverse portfolio includes many products 
that are fortified to address different nutritional 
needs. We are also responsible and proactive in 
educating our consumers by providing accurate, 
fact-based information in our packages to help 
consumers make the right decisions. 

Industry Innovation and Infrastructure

We monitor the quality at every stage of the 
production process, from sourcing raw mate-
rials to production, packaging, transportation 
and warehousing, ensuring our products are 
preserved and delivered in optimum condition.

Our affiliate, Grandes Moagens de Angola, is 
first mill in Africa to achieve the GMP+ certifica-
tion. The GMP+ certification demonstrates the 
rigor of the overall production process and the 
quality of the final product.

Responsible Production and Consump-
tion

We do our very best to reduce waste in our 
production facilities and supply chain in terms of 
energy and water consumption. We also reduce 
food and solid waste in collaboration with other 
stakeholders.

SGS Certified
Diverse Portfolio
Quality Control
Waste Reduction

Insights
Our Commitments

Food Safety

Better Nutrition

Food safety is a priority in our Company. Our proto-
cols are integrated across our whole food chain, from 
sourcing to processing, stocking, and distribution. 

1. Supply Chain 
At Webcor Group, we subject our suppliers to a rigorous
selection and approval process. Due to pandemics and 
travel restrictions, supplier evaluations and audits were 
conducted remotely using questionnaires and checklists.

Fifteen suppliers were evaluated this year, and eleven 
met our required criteria. Given the increased pressure 
on the food supply chain during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
emphasis is being placed on the rigorous implementa-
tion of the international standard ISO 22000, which helps 
identify and control food safety hazards throughout the 
supply chain.

Traceability is also at the forefront of our priorities. We 
have invested and will continue to invest in inventory 
control and supply management systems.

2. Our Facilities
Webcor has strict safety and quality control protocols 
and often audit our production and distribution facilities. 

Our affiliate, Grandes Moagens de Angola (GMA), was 
also recertified in Good Manufacturing Practices (GPM+) 
in 2021. The GMP certification scheme provides indepen-
dent verification and certification that manufacturing 
practices and prerequisites necessary for the implemen-
tation of an effective Hazard Analysis Critical Control 
Point (HACCP) food safety program are being followed

3. Transparent Labelling
Our transparent food labeling ensures our consumers 
make confident and informed food choices based on diet 
and preferred options. Accurate food labeling helps our 
consumers store and use our products safely and allows 
them to plan when they will consume them, which helps 
reduce food wastage.

Delivering on Quality
Nutritional deficiency is a major issue across many 
developing countries.  To help to mitigate this chal-
lenge, we use food fortification, which is one of the 
best strategies, safe and effective in preventing 
micronutrient deficiencies.

Some of our products (Milk Powder, Edible Oils, 
Margarine) are fortified with Vitamins A & D. Biba 
fat-filled milk powder, a substitute to whole milk 
powder, is enriched with Vitamins (A, D, and C) and 
Minerals (Iron and Zinc). 

Affordability
We work on affordability and accessibil-
ity by investing heavily in local industry and 
agriculture. We are creating more resilient 
supply chains while helping our communities 
to thrive. 

Over the past five years, over 300 million USD 
were invested in developing industrial facili-
ties in Angola.

Webcor also has over 110 points of sale, 
ensuring our products are present in remote 
areas. 
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MAKING BETTER PRODUCTS

Last year, we launched 12 new products, despite disruption in the 
food supply chain due to the pandemic. Food safety and ensur-
ing access to quality food has become one of the unconditional 
requirements when it comes to consumer demands. Supplier 
on-site/verification audits coupled with the implementation of 
Food Safety and Food Security policies help to ensure that our 
food is not contaminated at any point during its journey along 
the supply chain. Also, ensuring regulatory compliance along 
the supply chain plays a vital role. Risks at various points of the 
supply chain are effectively mitigated by employing the right 
people, processes, and technology. Launching smaller packages 
with a promise of delivering on quality and price is always our 
ultimate goal.” 

Felix William, Group Quality Audit and Regulatory Manager

Targets 2022 
As we advance into 2022, Webcor will fully implement the new NPD (New Product Development) tool intro-
duced this year.

As the company’s vision is to evolve into an industrial powerhouse, our production companies are enter-
ing a standardization system of operations, covering quality, Health, Safety, Environment, Production, and 
Maintenance.

The Group will kick off a comprehensive Quality Management system using the tools of 5S, Lean Manu-
facturing, Focused Improvement, OEE, and TPM, to achieve the standardization of all the information and 
production processes of the company.

Our
People

Development
Responsibility
Accountability

Engagement
Integrity
Well-being
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OUR PEOPLE OUR PEOPLE 

Making a better workplace
At Webcor, we value our people and recognize that they are critical 
to our success. 

We aim to hire and retain the best talent and provide training 
and development opportunities and a healthy work environment, 
combined with the best benefits to assist our people in their 
personal and professional lives.

By providing a safe, supportive, and healthy work envi-
ronment, we improve our people’s overall well-being. 
Our well-being program is a global initiative of educa-
tion, activities, and support, tailored to our people’s 
needs and based on four focus areas: 

Insights
Our Commitments

Good Health and Well-being

A healthy and safe work environment is essential to maintaining a 
happy and high-performance workforce. We focus on their financial, 
physical, and psychological well-being.

Quality Education

We are committed to nurture and empower our employees by devel-
oping their talents and strengthening their skills. We also offer full 
scholarships to the children of our committed employees, based 
on their merit. 

Gender Equality

As a business operating in a global market, we have a strong and 
enduring commitment to diversity and inclusion. We are committed 
to develop and ensure an inclusive environment where all people feel 
understood, valued, supported, and respected.

Decent Work and Economic Growth

Webcor ensures that all employees receive fair compensation bene-
fits and packages tailored to the local marketplace. We strive to 
offer our employees competitive benefits matching or exceeding 
local and industry standards.

Supporting and Promoting 
Good Health and Well-being

Good Health 
and Well-Being

ADDITIONALLY
As part of our health and well-being program, we provide 
a safe and healthful workplace for employees, ensuring 
that Occupational Health and Safety Requirements are 
strictly followed across our business.

"For me, for you and for all" 
Vaccination Campaign

1- MENTAL HEALTH
2- PHYSICAL HEALTH
3- PROFESSIONAL
4- SOCIAL

Engage
Courage
Support

We understand that when people are healthy, they can contribute more, either to their work, their families, 
and society. By empowering our employees to make better and healthier choices and promoting a positive 
and supportive work environment, we are helping our people and our business thrive.

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on people’s mental health, so we are taking several steps 
to work on prevention and support and helping to break the stigma by involving leadership while encourag-
ing role modeling.

Covid-19: Keeping Our People Safe
One of the main priorities for Webcor in 2020 and 2021 
was to support our employees during the pandemic, 
ensure compliance with locally mandated measures, 
and assess our labor practices to provide a safe and 
healthy workplace.

In addition to our usual strict hygiene standards, we have 
implemented several protocols and safety measures in 
our offices, factories, and distribution centers, thanks 
to the commitment of our HR business partners and 
management. 

Webcor actively encouraged team members and fami-
lies to take the vaccine and held several vaccination 
drives. 

To combat vaccine hesitancy in Angola, and after 
surveying the entire workforce, Webcor launched a 
tailored communication plan under the campaign name 
“For me, for you and for all.”

Professional and personal lives
do not operate independently.
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OUR PEOPLE

Movember for Men’s Health
In November, we held our Mental Health Awareness 
Month with several activities to raise awareness and 
make mental health a common conversation. Among 
this, we had our annual Movember campaign, the 
mustache growing contest aimed at raising awareness 
and funds for men’s health, as well as an online webinar 
with Dr. Farid Talih, Associate Professor at the Depart-
ment of Psychiatry at American University of Beirut 
Medical Center.

Employee Assistance Program: 
Supporting Our People
Also, during November, Webcor launched a comprehensive employee assistance program in partnership with Spec-
trum. Life, a Dublin-based health and wellness startup offering a fully integrated digital toolset that provides 24/7 
access to unlimited mental health and wellness resources at the touch of a button, including a personal Mental 
Health Coach and open-ended therapy.

This new service is a beacon of support to employees and their families, placing a qualified mental health expert 
at their disposal for therapy sessions, a crisis hotline for immediate help, and personalized treatment sugges-
tions. The EAP also offers employees interactive online tools and unlimited access to a library of articles, videos, 
and other curated information on health and wellness, family and relationships, work and education, and more.

Occupational Health
And Safety.

At Webcor, we regard good work health and safety management as an essential part of doing business. For 
the last several years, the Company has been on a journey to achieve a goal of zero serious injuries, building a 
safety culture that systematically assesses risks, provides education, and places processes and procedures, 
ensuring all colleagues know how to perform their jobs safely. We are committed to implementing all measures 
necessary to improve our health, safety, and workplace conditions.

Starting in 2021, we are restructuring our Safety and Health Team that, together with all business units, will ensure 
that we have in place a comprehensive system across the Group that will:

• Identify and evaluate health and safety risks; 
• Implement controls that eliminate or reduce risks; 
• Report all incidents and investigate serious incidents; 
• Maintain a risk-based emergency management program; 
• Set improvement targets and track performance; 
• Ensure the workforce has the appropriate level of competency and adequate resources; 
• Undertake periodic checks and audits that test the effectiveness of these measures.

Mental Health
Counseling

Self-Help
Resources

0 Fatalities

Legal and Financial 
Advisors

Crisis
Hotline
Available 24/7 through 
toll-free number, app, 
or online chat.

Up to five sessions with a 
mental health counselor 
per issue.

Countless resources on fit 
and nutrition pathways, 
meditation, parenting 
guide, sleep disorders and 
much more.

Free consultations with 
attorneys and financial 
experts.

For the second consecutive 
year

With mental health being a global issue, we want to ensure our employ-
ees are supported and equipped with the right tools. That’s why we are 
providing a health and wellbeing platform with hundreds of resources 
on a wide range of topics. Spectrum life is an ideal tool for our team 
because it’s designed to meet individuals where they are, help them 
identify areas for improvement, and grow with them as they progress.”
 
Hiba Nesr, Group CSR Director

OUR PEOPLE 

Occupational Health and
Safety
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OUR PEOPLE

Quality Education and 
Employee Development 

Building and retaining a talented and skilled team for international and integrated growth is a key factor in 
the Group’s strategy. Webcor is committed to creating an environment where every employee can learn, grow, 
connect, and collaborate. We actively invest in employee training and development to meet the future needs 
of our business and the strengths and aspirations of our people.

ADDITIONALLY
We will initiate a formal mentorship program to 
connect employees with mentors who provide support 
and guidance for mentees to optimize their profes-
sional development.

The Angoalissar Academy
The AngoAlissar Academy is a training project focused 
on developing employees’ skills through tailor-made 
training courses based on the employee’s professional 
level. 

The Academy promotes a culture of learning and shar-
ing of business know-how and is continually growing, 
pursuing the goals set at the time of its foundation step 
by step.

Diversity
And Inclusion
We believe that a culture focused on diversity and 
inclusion is the key driver of creativity and innova-
tion. We support all employees’ recruitment, reten-
tion, and advancement irrespective of age, marital 
status, ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation, 
nationality, religion, or disability. We strive to build 
products by including perspectives from all back-
grounds.

The Ali Nesr Educational 
Program - ANEP
Webcor is proud to provide annual university schol-
arships for employees’ children through the Ali 
Nesr Educational program (ANEP). The association 
was established by Mr. Ali Nehme Nesr, the founder 
and chairman of Webcor Group, to support the 
higher education of the distinguished children of 
our employees. 

The program offers high academic perform-
ers among the sons and daughters of Webcor’s 
employees a chance to pursue an undergraduate 
degree at prestigious institutions by providing full 
scholarships to support their goals. 

Our scholarships are granted annually, and the 
ANEP committee selects the candidates. The 
Committee oversees the students’ performance 
and reassesses the grant for the following years 
according to students’ academic performance. 
We also provide guidance and support to our 
students throughout their 4-year scholarship 
program by assigning mentors and advisors to help 
them successfully navigate and make the most of 
their college experience. All students undertake a 
yearly summer internship program to develop their 
technical skills. During their internship, students 
are mentored and trained by Webcor employees.

TARGETS 2022
For 2022, we are setting an ambitious High-Perfor-
mance Organization (HPO) framework, aimed at 
creating a high-performing workforce by reduc-
ing the skills gap between employee capabilities 
and the company’s business needs, reskilling and 
retaining talented and ambitions employees and 
increasing employee commitment to the compa-
ny’s vision. 

Regarding a more sustainable growth, Webcor will 
be focusing on recruiting, developing, and retain-
ing local talent. We have partnered with the Alli-
ance All for Youth, a business-oriented movement 
that has a primary objective of creating and imple-
menting employability programs, mentorship and 
training initiatives, and with the Angolan Govern-
ment under the PAPE program, to welcome around 
60 interns and trainees across Webcor companies/
departments next year.

63 43+$750K 9
Scholarships granted 

since 2016

MEN: 74%

WOMEN: 26%

Active ScholarshipsFees Scholarships 
Granted in 2021

OUR PEOPLE

Webcor supports all employees across 
the full spectrum of diversity and strives 
to create an ecosystem where all can rally 
together to make an impact.

The truly diverse nature of our Group is 
also illustrated by over 40 nationalities 
working together.
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OUR PEOPLE OUR PEOPLE 

Gender equality requires a combination of targeted and measurable actions embedded in a 
safe, respectful, and inclusive culture and a flexible work environment for all our employees.

In this regard, and given that women’s home experiences, health, work, and economic well-
being have been disproportionately affected by the pandemic compared to their male 
counterparts, we felt it was important to dedicate an entire month to demonstrate our 
support and recognition.

We launched our Women Awareness Month in March, celebrating the various achievements 
of women in our workforce and our community and providing numerous resources that shed 
light on gender equality.

Webcor also participated in the global International Women’s Day initiative and presented 
all-female team members in Angola with an empowerment certificate.

International Women’s Month
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People And Culture

Fair Evaluation,
Compensation and Benefits

Over the last year, we experienced a rapid shift to remote working, which put us all on a fast track to help our 
employees adjust to working from home, ensuring business continuity while still fostering a sense of community 
and connection through trying times.

We launched our ‘We’re Connected’ monthly newsletter (April 2020) to offer curated learning opportunities, free 
and open to all, our business and industry-related news, articles on trending topics, and also to transmit our heri-
tage and culture. In May 2020, we launched our Intranet Platform under the same name.

The following principles articulate the guidelines for the new communication strategy, based on a more conscious 
culture and interconnection:

All Different, All Equal 
We become better people and more powerful as a Group when we respect and value what makes us so special: 
our unique, personal differences.

Mind Wide Open 
We foster a culture of open-minded individuals who desire to connect and are ready to listen to new ideas from 
everywhere and anywhere, whatever the person’s background or team came up with it.

Inspire and Be Inspired 
We care for our people, communities, and the world we share. Place your heart in everything you do. Be consider-
ate to others; be an inspiration. 

Dare to Be Bold 
Whatever your position is in the Group, show leadership and courage when it comes to innovating.

Webcor applies a standard evaluation system. Our employees receive an annual performance evaluation, during 
which their performance is evaluated, and key strengths and challenges are identified. The performance reviews 
assess employees’ potential for promotions and bonuses and help identify individual professional training and 
development needs.

TARGETS 2022
All employees have an annual individual perfor-
mance and development review with their super-
visor through this new approach. 

The assessment allows the employee and their 
manager to discuss performance, share feed-
back and aspirations for the next step in their 
careers and set appropriate goals for the year 
ahead.
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Together

Giving Back

Insights
Our Commitments

Zero Hunger

Food is a fundamental need in life. The ability for people 
to feed themselves is a fundamental human right to 
which we are committed.

Good Health and Well-being

We are committed to enhancing the welfare of key 
stakeholders in our business, including the communi-
ties we live and work. We actively engage our employ-
ees to participate in several initiatives to educate and 
raise awareness on of good health and nutrition.

Decent Work and Economic Growth

We are committed to having a pivotal role in support-
ing local farmers, providing not only products but 
complete service, and to contribute to industrialize 
local economies. To close our cycle, we also pledge to 
source products locally.

Partnerships for the Goals

To better address global and local societal issues, we 
partner with international and local NGOs to support 
and develop initiatives to meet our more sustainable 
and resilient future goals.

Giving back is in our DNA 
Supporting and engaging with our communities is core to who we are and what we stand for. Giving back to 
our communities is an important way in which we fulfill our mission since our inception 40 years ago. 

Webcor has engaged over the years in a variety of corporate citizenship and philanthropic efforts to improve 
our local communities by supporting numerous charitable organizations, and have participated in volunteer 
opportunities related to environmental stewardship, fighting hunger, promoting education and
good health.

We also continuously work to increase food access by concentrating on driving long-term solutions and 
changes to food systems that result in equitable food access. We are committed to investing in local agri-
culture and production and sourcing locally, generating more jobs, diversifying local economies, and contrib-
uting to build stronger, more resilient communities.

Our
Communities
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OUR COMMUNITIES 

Also, in Namibe, in the municipality of Virei, one of 
the most affected municipalities, Tcostone, our 
mining company, stepped up to repair water wells, 
machinery, and equipment in a continuous effort to 
irrigate crops and assure water to the populations. 

Understanding the dire situation faced by the 
municipality, Tcostone donated essential pharma-
ceuticals, from antibiotics to vitamins and medical 
equipment, to the local hospital to cover their most 
urgent needs.

OUR COMMUNITIES 

Emergency
And Disaster Relief.

Luz Banco Alimentar
Luz Banco Alimentar (LBA) is a non-profit organization 
co-founded in 2016 by our CSR Director. It aims to eradicate 
hunger by providing food for the needy who cannot work, 
promoting capacity building for the underprivileged, prevent-
ing food waste, and developing nutritional awareness. Sister 
company, AngoAlissar, is a strategic partner of LBA. It supports 
the NGO by donating a warehouse facility and delivering food 
boxes to several local NGOs every month. Webcor also supports 
LBA by providing volunteers and assistance.

In 2021, LBA joined the biggest food campaign to date in a part-
nership with the Food Regional Bank Network, 100 Million Meals, 
a global humanitarian drive introduced by Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid, Vice President and Ruler of Dubai, and distributed 
170 tons of food to over 15,000 families and children in need in 
Angola.

Natural Disasters: SOS Southern Angola
Our affiliate, Grandes Moagens de Angola, sent over seventy tons of wheat bran to the Business Technical Group 
(GTE) initiative to help the population of the southern provinces of Angola as part of the SOS Southern Angola 
Campaign. The campaign, coordinated by the Southern Angola Cattle Farmers Cooperative (CCGSA) is respon-
sible for delivering goods to the population of Cunene, Namibe, and Huila and aims to minimize the difficulties of 
the population and livestock caused by the cyclical drought that has plagued the southern region of the coun-
try since 1998.

100 
MILLION 
MEALS 

Fundraising, Volunteering
And Health Awareness Campaigns
To build better and more resilient communities, we must engage in initiatives that are informed and championed 
by our people to ensure their sustainability. What comes next is built on our passionate, enthusiastic, employee-
driven initiatives. 

Blood Donation Drive:
Be the Hero of 2021
Covid-19 has negatively impacted the blood dona-
tion process by drastically decreasing the number of 
blood donors, representing one of the biggest chal-
lenges in the healthcare sector worldwide. Webcor 
employees, with the full support of the Group, orga-
nized two blood donation drives in Dubai and Luanda.

In addition to the more than 100 liters of blood 
collected, potentially saving the lives of hundreds of 
people, the initiative also aimed to raise awareness 
of the importance and urgency of ensuring a safe 
blood supply in hospitals.

Hunger didn t́ stop for the pandemic. 
Neither have we.
Since 2020, in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, we are 
challenged to reassess how we serve our communities in 
a more flexible way. Whether it was to use grant funds for 
immediate relief or finding innovative solutions for getting 
our products to the smallest communities we serve.
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OUR COMMUNITIES OUR COMMUNITIES 

Every year, Webcor celebrates the Day of the Child in 
Angola with various initiatives. After a year of lock-
down, we organized a day of celebration at Dom 
Bosco in Luanda. In this institution, one of the many 
to which we offer monthly support,  over fifty under-
privileged and orphaned children live and study.

Together with twenty-five Webcor volunteers, the 
day was filled with fun, games, and many gifts for 
the children. The event was entirely sponsored by our 
own brands.

Celebrating Children’s Day: 
Bringing Joy to Dozens of Children 

Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Month: Positively Pink 
Campaign
Every October, Webcor Group runs its #PositivelyPink 
campaign, a global effort to raise awareness about 
the early detection of breast cancer and the signs and 
symptoms of the disease. Employees also raise funds 
for the Cancer Association of Angola to support its 
mission of prevention and early detection of breast 
cancer in underprivileged Angolan women. We always 
double the impact of our employees’ donations by 
matching the amount donated at a dollar-for-dollar 
ratio. 

During our Pink Month, several events took place to 
educate women about self-exams, screening, and the 
importance of early detection. Our HR departments 
distributed brochures on breast cancer symptoms and 
prevention to spread knowledge among Webcor women 
in Angola who could not attend the health webinars or 
did not have access to a computer.

Spreading the Christmas Cheer: Operation Tree of Dreams 
During the Christmas season, team members launched Operation Tree of Dreams with the full support of 
Webcor. 

The campaign encouraged more than one hundred and fifty children living in two orphanages in Luanda to 
write a letter to Santa Claus expressing their Christmas wishes. The letters were hung on our Christmas trees 
while a fundraising campaign was launched on Go Fund Me. 

Together with family and friends, the volunteers and champions of this campaign raised over €2,400, used to 
grant the children’s wishes. The team wrapped each gift and included a personal letter from Santa to each 
child. Our subsidiary Angoalissar sponsored both Christmas events held at Dom Bosco and El Betel Centre 
in Luanda.
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OUR COMMUNITIES OUR COMMUNITIES 

Contributing to Stronger
And More Resilient Communities
We contribute to the betterment of our communities with our sustained development strategy that enables 
sound economic development, job creation, and the purchase of local goods and services. It also enhances the 
quality of life for citizens and helps to protect our vital natural resources and environment.

Industrialization:
A Pillar for Sustainable Growth
Industrialization has always been an essential pillar of Africa’s development strategy, contributing signifi-
cantly to the continent’s sustained and inclusive economic growth. Economic diversification has never been 
more crucial to African economies if they are to ride out external shocks and continue to grow.

Focusing its operations in sub-Saharan Africa, Webcor is perfectly positioned to measure the potential 
offered by the continent’s resources for the private sector to create jobs and promote equitable economic 
transformation through local manufacturing and commodity-based industrialization processes.  Local 
production reduces costs and enables Webcor to deliver a product much closer to consumers’ expecta-
tions regarding prices without compromising quality. 

Webcor’s development has accompanied that of Africa’s evolving industrial landscape, growing through a 
combination of tradition, innovation, heritage, and adaptive change in its nearly four decades of existence. 
Webcor has witnessed steady development and, in the past five years, has invested and will continue to 
invest more than $300 million in several industrial units such as flour mills (Grandes Moagens de Angola), 
an edible oil factory (Mendes Gonçalves Angola), the acquisition and modernization of the Lactiangol milk 
processing plant, a pasta production unit and, next up, the production of confectionery, biscuits and a soap 
factory in a partnership with Arcor. 

Besides investing heavily in the food processing sector, Webcor’s subsidiary, IMEX, recently inaugurated the 
region’s biggest raffia bag manufacturing unit and will roll out a soap factory in 2022.

 

We are promoting value creation, 
formal employment, and favorable 
business outcomes while reducing 
Angola’s dependence on imported 
finished products. As a result, our 
company processes more than 
400,000 tons of wheat into end prod-
ucts such as flour, pasta, and biscuits. 
An achievement we can all be very 
proud of.
 
Frederic Marret, Group CFO

$300
MILLION
Industrial Investment
over the past 5 years

Supporting Local Farmers 
Supporting local farmers helps to build the local economy. While medium-sized farms are rising in Angola, 
increased smallholder productivity will be the most significant growth driver. 

Since its conception, Vera Nova’s goal has been to have a pivotal role in supporting local farmers, provid-
ing products, and complete service. Fertilizers and seeds are carefully sourced all over the world, focusing 
on quality first. As per fertilizers, they improve the quality of soil health, which, in turn, will help produce 
quality food, and its intake of micronutrients can accelerate Angola’s efforts toward ending malnutrition. 
The response of other inputs in crop production depends on the seed material used. 

With a team of highly skilled agronomists, the Company works directly with the farmers through the life-
cycle - from inception to extraction and within - as it is essential to ensure the transfer of knowledge and 
training takes place while collectively building a seasonal plan for the crops, ensuring crop quality and 
business profitability for farmers.

The Company currently has six outlets and six warehouses, with a network of 5,000 farmers, and will expand 
its operations in 2022.

Buying Local 
Local businesses are the foundation for economic security, and supporting local businesses and farms 
today ensures that there will be local businesses and farms to support tomorrow’s entrepreneurs and 
farmers. 

As the largest food seller in Angola, Angoalissar mobilizes a large part of locally produced goods, allowing 
local industries to flourish and better meet our consumer’s needs.

Art Residency Program
Last November, in a philanthropic venture launched by Hiba and Wissam Nesr (CEO), the Nesr Art Foundation was 
officially inaugurated.  The Foundation, with the aim of combating underrepresentation of African Art worldwide, 
has a residency program for eight artists annually who will work in pairs during three to four months. 

Before their work is exhibited at the Foundation, the artists receive a fully furnished studio and living space, as 
well as a monthly stipend and production funds.

Webcor sponsors the residency programs.
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Caring 
for 
Earth 

and its
Natural
Resources

Insights
Our Commitments
At Webcor, we recognize that global environmen-
tal protection and sustainable development are a 
major challenge faced by the world. We all need 
to take action and move towards a lower-carbon 
future.

Climate Action

Webcor is committed to protecting the environ-
ment and respecting our planet. We aim to manage 
and minimize our impact on the ground across all 
our operations to ensure that we grow sustainably 
and not at the expense of future generations. 

We communicate key environmental issues and 
solutions so that our team members and our 
communities can make well-informed decisions 
about the environmental impact of all aspects of 
our business and their own actions.

Industry Innovation and Infrastructure

Webcor aims to aims to build resilient infrastruc-
ture, promote inclusive and sustainable industriali-
sation, and foster innovation.

Responsible Production and Consump-
tion

We work to reduce our carbon footprint by contin-
uously modernizing our facilities with energy-
efficient electronics, lighting systems, and 
technologies wherever and whenever possible.

THE 5 R’S

REFUSE
Refuse everything we can substitute by reducing, 
reusing, or we have an eco-friendly option.

REDUCE
Reduce all forms of consumption and take a better 
care of our natural resources.

RE-USE
Ensuring that we give a prolonged life to all sorts of 
materials by reusing when possible.

RECYCLE
Recycle all sorts of materials in an efficient manner.

RETHINK
Promote innovative ideas to reuse materials and 
create other usage for them.

Our
Environment
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We keep waste out of landfills using a variety of different 
recycling and re-purposing measures. We reduce waste 
emissions by boosting yield in our production process 
and increasing our waste materials’ recycling rate.  

We have significantly reduced harmful emissions from 
printed materials and paper consumption since 2014. We 
continuously raise awareness in our Webcor community 
on ways to reduce paper consumption. 

Industry – Waste to Landfill

Industry – Plastic Recycling

Corporate offices – 
Paper Consumption

CARBON CONSUMPTION: 
Setting strong goals to 

reduce our carbon footprint 
and drive positive environ-

mental impacts

A CLEANER SUPPLY CHAIN: 
We believe in a sustainable, 
global supply chain. We’ve 
taken significant steps to 
strengthen  our policies 

and will emphasize continu-
ous improvement in coming 

years.

OUR OPERATIONS: 
Reducing the environmen-
tal impact of our facilities 
through improved energy 

efficiency, waste reduction, 
and water conservation.

OUR PEOPLE:
Engaging our people in our 
sustainability journey and 

working to improve the 
environmental health of 

our communities. 

Energy consumption is a principal source of human-caused greenhouse gas emissions. All our facilities favor 
daylight integration to achieve energy savings, and our lamps are Light Emitting Diodes (LED). 

We also use cutting-edge technology with high energy efficiency at our production lines and offices. Our 
investments in information and communication technologies (ITC), namely cloud computing solutions, have 
significantly impacted energy reduction - energy savings on hardware and networks. 

Energy Consumption
And Carbon Emissions

Waste
to Landfill

Decrease on CO2 Emis-
sions on industrial units

-40% CO2
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

Water
Consumption

Water is essential at various lifecycle stages of our products. Water is used as 
a raw material for products, production and packaging, and equipment clean-
ing in our direct operations. We mainly focus on reducing water consumption 
as raw materials and cleaning production equipment and packaging lines in 
our industrial facilities. 

We are determined to reduce water consumption to a minimum without 
affecting product quality and continuously invest in technologically advanced 
equipment to achieve this goal.

Employee
Demographics

Nationality
Distribution
Gender
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EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS

Employee Distribution 
by Nationality*

Employee 
Distribution by 
Company

Gender Diversity by 
Company

Employee Distribution
by Country

Expats Vs Locals
by Company

*Excluding Angola (85%)
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